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A double rainbow hung over Venice on Friday the 13 in October. From our
vantage point the Pot O’ Gold seemed to be located at Lincoln Place.

By Paul Tanck

Where Do You Wanna Eat?

It’s again that time of the year when it gets
dark early, which is when you’ll most likely find
me at the newly refurbished Blue World Lounge.
Imbibing in a few of what my father-in-law liked
to call his “evening prayer.”
Along with the conversation of the day, the
one topic that mostly comes up is the old standby, “What do you want to do for dinner?” “Oh, I
don’t know, what do you want to do?” “Where’d
you like to go?” “Oh, probably some place
local…”
When we used to live down the street, we
kept a little jar with our favorite restaurants’
names in it, and if we came to a bypass, we’d
draw out a lucky winner, and that’s where we’d
go. Unfortunately, we never seemed to pick the
paper that said ‘Link’s house.’ I always thought
it would be a kick to show up at his place, saying
“Hi. What’s for dinner?”

CASUALTIES IN IRAQ

U.S. 2,816 Dead – 103 this month

U.S. Wounded 21,077 – 609 this month

Iraqi Dead: 655,000
Source: antiwar.com, Lancet

Cost: $338+ Billion -

Source: costofwar.com

Wait… How about maybe just another
“touch” before we decide about tonight, and
then another little tipple, or maybe two more, to
completely take us back to the first bars in - no,
we’re supposed to be thinking about eating,
here. And it’s automatically turning into
thoughts about the first restaurants in Venice.
And what was available on your “night out.”
What if you could go back in time… Where
would you go?
Probably arriving by the electric rail car,
you’d meander down the arcaded walkway
along Windward Avenue, being swept away at
the unique varieties of the-then modern life,
appearing before your very eyes.
“Why, this must be like it is in grand old
Venice right now,” you’d think, as you came to
the famed pier. “I’ll certainly not miss visiting
the gondoliers later today. But first, a stroll
around.”
Of course you’d venture out onto the pier,
past the famed auditorium, out along the northern side, past the dance pavilion and the aquarium, then out to the end, to gaze upon the wild
Pacific Ocean, as if you’d never seen it before.
And yet, oddly, you felt like you were strangely
familiar with the feeling the sea invoked within
you.

Maybe it was just that fresh sea-air hunger
that everybody's been chatting about lately. How
the new-fangled ideas like this, or maybe the
treatment of your catarrh, bronchitis and consumption, being cured by Inhalene, a healing
vapor of carbolated oil of tar, could evoke such
feelings.
Then you arrived at the Ship Café. Notorious
for it’s famous service, it’s featured expert cuisine and excellent “sunset service,” you knew
this was the eatery for you. You’d already heard
how on July 1st, 1905, Nina Adams had christened the bow of the Ship Hotel “Cabrillo” to an
appreciative crowd of 150 invited local guests. L.
Marchetti, the restaurant’s proprietor, hosted the
festivities. And since then it’d been a real doozy
of a hit for everyone dining there.
But not enough for Abbot Kinney, the doge
of Venice. He closed his Ship Café in 1907 for
extensive renovations, doubling the seating
capacity of the dining room. A gangplank was
also added to facilitate patrons’ accessibility to
the promenade deck and the Banquet Room,
without requiring them to pass through the main
dining room. This only helped increase business
to this “must-see” tourist spot.
–continued on page 8
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Graffiti Walls
Dear Beachhead,

The
collective staff of the

In Memoriam: Werner & John
BEACHHEAD COLLECTIVE:
Karl Abrams, Rex Butters, C.V. Beck, Carol
Fondiller, Don Geagan, Yolanda Miranda,
Jim Smith, Erica Snowlake, Judith MartinStraw, Alice Stek
The FREE VENICE BEACHHEAD is
published monthly by the Beachhead
Collective as a vehicle for the people of
Venice to communicate their ideas and
opinions to the community at large.
The Beachhead encourages anyone to
submit news stories, articles, letters, photos, poetry or graphics of interest to the
Venice community. The staff reserves the
right to make all decisions collectively on
material published. There is no editor on
the Beachhead. The printing is financed by
ads and donations. The articles, poetry and
art work express the opinions of the individual contributors and are not necessarily
the views of the Beachhead Collective.
To submit material, include your name
and telephone number. Anonymous material will not be printed, but your name will
be withheld on request. If return of material is desired, a stamped self-addressed
envelope is required. No payment is made
for material used.
Mail: P.O. Box 2, Venice, CA 90294.
Web: <www.freevenice.org>
Email: <Beachhead@freevenice.org>

Our Mission Statement
Oh Holy Shit
The Thought Police are rising
It is the Time
for the Beachhead’s rebirth
Now is the Time to get your thoughts
together
If you care whether
you have a thought of any worth.
Thoughts left of Center
Homeowner or Renter
Put your Head where your Pen* is
Send it to us use your wits
and if we like it
We’ll print or plagiarize it
or tear it into
teeny tiny
bits
– by the Slumgoddess
*Pen: Antique Term for Word
Processor or Computer

Beachhead Sustainers
Richard Abcarian
Karl Abrams
Eric Ahlberg
Linda Albertano
Helen Alland
Elinor Aurthur
C. V. Beck
Chuck Bloomquist
Nancy Boyd Williamson
Lulu Carmone
Phil Chamberlin
Steve Clare
Stephen Cohen
Maureen Cotter
Nancy Cunningham
John Davis
Steve Effington
Lisa Ezell
Ed Ferrer
Peter R. Force
Larry Frank
Don Geagan
John Gibson
Jesse Glazer
Bridgett Gonzalez
Meredith Gordon
Robert Greenwald
Joseph Gross
Pamela Gruber
Jeffrey Hirsch

John Haag
Ted Hajjar
Marjorie Hinds
John Kertisz
Joan Klotz
Linda Laisure
Larry Layne
Jay Levin
Linda Lucks
Debra J. Miller
Michael Millman
Susan Millman
Alessandra Montagna
Tina Morehead
Barbara Palivos
Olga Palo
Elena Popp
Bob Niemann
Sherman J. Pearl
Lydia Poncé
Nancy Raffaeli Richards
James Schley
Linda Shusett
Jim Smith
Moe Stavnezer
Alice Stek
Mike Suhd
Suzanne Thompson
Carol Wells
Emily Winters

Become a Beachhead Sustainer
Annual Sustainer: $100.
Individual Subscriptions: $35/year
Institutional Subscriptions: $50/year
Send to: Beachhead
PO Box 2, Venice, CA 90294

Dear Beachhead,
With the recent passing of both John Haag &
Werner Scharf, Venice has lost the presence of
two of its most unique and classic characters
who in many ways made Venice the place it is
today. It was my good fortune some 33 yrs ago,
when first discovering myself in Venice, that I
met John Haag, in my small apt. overlooking
Market St. on Pacific. Soon thereafter, John introduced me to Werner, at Cricket Antiques, at
Pacific and Venice.
For any of those who have known neither or
only one of these true Venetian spirits, suffice to
relate that between the two of them, one encountered the full spectrum of diversity and unity
contained in the essential Spirit of Venice.
It is not of my interest or choosing to contemplate the differences between these two shining creators and makers of that which I call the
Great Spirit of Venice, which contains the all
encompassing dreams and schemes of every
form feature and function.
That being stated, I choose to speak only of
what I know to be true of both; which is the
depth, breadth, and sincerity of their love for
Venice, CA, America and the people and principles for which we all live and hopefully one day
are able to imagine and realize, here in this place
where fantasy creates reality.
On my personal note of homage and
farewell, please say hello to Abbot for me; and
that for all remaining here, we miss each of you
dearly,
John Kertisz

Update on Ocean Front Walk
Dear Beachhead,
Almost seven months have passed since the
venders and crafts people left Ocean Front Walk due
to the ordinance to end commercial sales on the west
side of the boardwalk. since that time, during the
week, lackluster has taken the place of a busy shopping area. A few people come and go, not so much
interested in looking at goods but just taking their
walks. On weekends and holidays, store owners on
the east side of the walk welcome the crowds they
once enjoyed all week long.
The Thornton condo project is set for completion
and rumors fly that all the way from Rose to Brooks,
more condo projects are planned with ground floor
commercial areas. Another update is that the
Recreation and Parks Board has set in motion a clean
up plan for Ocean Front walk. It started with metal
garbage cans a year ago and now the restrooms are
being taken care of properly and are cleaned regularly.
Efforts are being made to keep the walk clean and free
of stains with the regular use of steam cleaners.
Venice Beach was special for visitors from all over
the world. The beach offered the sun and swimming,
vendors and crafts people attracted crowds and the
shops on the east side provided goods and fine restaurants. It was all a dazzling package now broken up
with the unique and handmade items gone.
Some cities preserve the old and new together.
Others make a clean sweep. New York City has been
rebuilt three times leaving Central Park as the meeting
place. throughout the world, some cities have kept
their vendors, flee markets and bazaars as they rebuild
into the modern era. Which way Venice intends to go,
time will tell.
Annette Robinson

i had heard from one of the fortune tellers/artist
that the graffiti walls were perhaps on the way out.
i`m a former painter and graduate from “the school at
the art institute of chicago” late 70`s. i had made the
transition from painting and drawing to film making
and receiving a degree, then coming west to pursue a
career in the film industry here like so many who
come to los angeles. i live on the strand near across
from the sidewalk cafe.
i feel for the young artist. some are very talented.
i also understand the difficulties in doing large works
outside and the logistical support such projects take
since i was interested in murals as a young art student
and painter. however, despite the issues of vandalism
and tagging which still persist, what i find difficult is
the noxious fumes that the graffiti painting produces.
sometimes i have to turn around and walk in a
different direction because it gets me sick to my stomach. i suppose the people who are doing this work
have built up an immunity? i personally wish a ban
could be instituted on all enamel based spray cans,
even by the mexican artist that do the planetary scenes
on plates. if you notice they have mask on ! they`re
not stupid, no one is looking out for the public's
health on this?
Lamont Schusse

Dear Beachhead,
I am thrilled to see my name spelled correctly in
the Free Venice Beachhead column by Jim Smith.
And, since the picture used is the best I’ve had in the
past twenty years, I really have nothing to complain
about.
However, there is one teeny, tiny error. I am not
80, I am 85. I am over the hump at which persons no
longer try to diminish their age. You know it when
persons rush to help you cross the street, insist on
seating you whether you want to sit or not, and the
shoe salesman wants you to wear shoes fastened with
Velcro.
Cousin Effie recently sent me a list of “Benefits of
Growing Older” that includes “you are likely to be
the first hostage released” and “things you buy now
won’t wear out.”
But I prefer to look on the brighter side. The
bylaws committee last year came up with a plan that
some regard as inspired. Only time will tell, of course,
how the new Neighborhood Committee of VNC will
pan out.
The recent email blackout created by the
TimeWarner takeover of Comcast came at a crucial
time when the 2005-6 VNC board morphed into the
2006-7 board. It brought into sharp focus the reliance
of VNC on the use of the Internet to inform stakeholders and VNC board members. Since October 20, my
email ranges from zero to 50 per cent availability.
Many others are experiencing the same problems.
And it has severely hampered the effort to get the new
committees going. Yet these new VNC committees
hold the promise to change VNC completely.
Under the new bylaws the Neighborhood
Committee will begin with stakeholders elected from
nine districts. Once established, however, it may
include other districts or OTHER INTERESTS. So, it
seems to me that the district members to be elected on
November 21 will have a good base from which to
fashion interest groups of many kinds. If persons
with special interests have not signed up to run, it will
be a loss to the community.
One more thing. Any stakeholder can run to
serve on the new Land Use and Planning Committee.
Whether a person is interested in slowing and stopping development or in unbridled development, the
way is open and applications are being accepted
through November 16.
Why, Jim, should stakeholders wait until the
September elections in 2007 to assert their interests,
when there is plenty of opportunity now?
DeDe Audet

WANTED! Garg/lg. rm unf.
Yard access/catfriendly/
utilities inc/parking/kit priv/
Disabled sn f/quiet/reasonable
trlyaffordable pls.
310.396.1206

Ask One for the Gipper
Dear Beachhead,
As a young actor, Ronald Reagan played George
Gipp in the movie the “Knute Rockne Story.” In the
1980 presidential debate, candidate Reagan asked the
country, “Are you better off today than you were four
years ago?” If the answer was no, it was time for a
change. Reagan’s question resonated so much it
became a litmus test in later elections. As you go to
the polls in a few days, think about the past six years
under George Bush and the GOP, or as they could be
called, the “Grand Old Prison.”
When George Bush came to office he inherited
the greatest surplus in history. Today we have the
greatest deficit. The last budget a Republican president balanced was in 1968. To make it personal, imagine you have a credit card with no limit. Life is good,
that is until the bills come due. Bush has so maxed out
the country’s credit card that our children and grandchildren will be paying it back. We’re barely making
the minimum monthly payments. Pretty soon we can
expect harassing phone calls from the Chinese.
On 9/12/01 we had the goodwill of almost the
entire world. But now our standing in world opinion
has never been lower. Thank you, George. In 2000 he
campaigned as a “uniter, not a divider.” So far the
only thing he has united is the Arab world. Bush
doesn’t dialogue, he dictates. Even with all his practice, he can’t admit a mistake. Whereas Clinton had a
Republican as Secretary of Defense and for an advisor,
Bush only picks people who agree with him. “You’re
either with us or against us” and “bring it on,” he
says, like a bully on the schoolyard.
How about the environment? The world’s leading scientists believe the threat of global warming is a
greater threat than even terrorism. But for six years
George says, global warming “is just a theory.” Yes,
and gravity is just a theory, too. He says we “couldn’t
afford” the Kyoto Protocols and yet, miraculously, he
found a half a trillion dollars to squander in Iraq. In a
tragedy of timing, in 2000 we had just entered the
new millennium which might provide alternative
energy sources, but who’s in charge, Bush and
Cheney whose wallets bulge from oil money.
Health care anyone? Since 2000 the numbers are
all up. The numbers of uninsured, that is. There’s
40,000,000 Americans without health insurance. For
the richest country in the world it’s scandalous.
Bush’s answer was medical malpractice limits so that,
“OBGYN’s can practice their love to women around
the country,” whatever that meant. Of course Bush
also said he understands how hard it is to “put food
on your family,” and about education he said, he was
concerned that “the children is learning.”
In the 2000 campaign Dick Cheney boasted, “In
the first hour of the first day of the Bush administration we will restore dignity to the White House.” An
hour is as long as it lasted. The “culture of corruption” includes Congressmen Cunningham and Ney,
former White House procurement officer, David
Savian, lobbyist Jack Abramoff, all guilty of federal
corruption, and of course, Tom Delay and Scooter
Libby who await trial. What mature man still calls
himself, “Scooter?”
George Bush’s crowning failure is Iraq, though he
says, “In history, Iraq will only be a comma.” Not
much comfort to the families of the fallen. More
Americans have died in Iraq than in 9/11, and we’ve
been fighting there longer than during all of WW2.
Meanwhile the Taliban have reasserted themselves in
Afghanistan and where is Osama? It’s been five years
since Bush warned, “Wanted dead or alive.” And yet
Bin Laden puts out more videos than a rapper.
Recent reports indicate 500,000 Iraqis have died
and we are less safe than before we invaded. Even
Rumsfeld admitted he wasn’t sure if “we weren’t creating more terrorists than we were killing.” Rummy
predicted the war might take six days, or six weeks,
but he couldn’t imagine it taking six months. Now we
learn it’s until 2010. But Bush is incapable of admitting a mistake, even with all his practice. At home it’s
the same. During Katrina we remember people on
rooftops begging while Bush was in Arizona at a fund
raiser, playing air guitar and eating birthday cake.
So while Ronald Reagan was not my favorite
president, his famous question has relevance. “Are we
better off today than four years ago?” With George
Bush and the Republicans, it’s not even close. We’ve
endured incompetence, indifference and corruption.
The polls confirm what we know in our hearts. It’s
time for a change. The country can’t afford two more
years of a rubber stamp Congress. The world can’t
either.
Jack Neworth

Lincoln Place

TENT CITY REPORT
By C.V. Beck
On Friday October 13th, we had a fabulous
double rainbow over Frieda’s at Lincoln Place
and simultaneously, to the west, an incredible
sunset of pinks and blues with almost black
storm clouds. I hope some proud Venetian took
some pictures...
On another day, I went out to look at the
flowers in the front “quad” as I do almost every
morning. A small child, on her first 2 wheeler-with training wheels, came whizzing by-- enjoying the quad, as we do here at Lincoln Place. I
waved to her mother, who did not seem to see
me (didn’t you know that rentmonkeys are
transparent?) and she did not respond. The little
girl came around again, making a loop, enjoying
the green/open space that we have here Lincoln
Placewise, and I waved at them again. The
mother finally waved back at me and they went
on their way. It was a breath of fresh air to see
other living people here in the “gulag”--even if
they were just passing through-- enjoying what
is likely to be taken away from us shortly. Later,
the pharmacy guy came to give me my medicines and he commented how like a “Ghost
Town” it is here. I replied that for us, it was like
the “Twilight Zone” and he stated he hoped we
would win in our legal efforts. I thanked him for
being even remotely interested in our plight and
he went away. Once again...it was like the
“Twilight Zone”! (But we have lots of parking,
while the rest of the town has almost none...how
very odd, how “Twilight Zone-like”).
We, the rentzombies of Lincoln Place, very
attentively await our day(s) in court and the
hoped for justice in the daffy/goofy/zany/ditzy
City of the Angels, with our overly-ambitious
mayor and his sycophantic staff careening recklessly into the twenty-first century and worldclass/world/crassness, infrastructurally totally
unprepared for what the city and it’s thoughtless, planless, blinded by greed and selfishness;
are trying to do...in the new and improved newfangled version of the old shell-game, same-osame-o.(I’m not including Bill Rosendahl in this
complaint...he is working very hard for his constituents).
Last Wednesday, a redheaded woman on a
bicycle came up to us, opened her Peruvian-style
bag and brought out 4 pints of HaagenDaz...chocolate, vanilla bean, chocolate chip
and strawberry cheesecake plus napkins and
spoons. She thanked us for what we are doing
here at Tent City and pedaled away. That was
nice.
By the time you read this, we will have
had our hearing on AIMCO’s motion for summary judgment which was held on October
30th in the Santa Monica courthouse. Judge
Patricia Collins has taken it under submission
and now we are waiting on the judge’s ruling
as to whether or not we will be proceeding to
trial on the substantive issues; or to an appeal
and simultaneously will be awaiting the sheriff’s lockouts. Happy Halloween from
AIMCO...what’s next for Venice from the
Denver cowboy landlord?
This Wednesday, the first of November,
may be our last Tent City...or depending on the
courts, maybe not. (See crystal ball, below).
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Lincoln Place
Tenants Win
Day In Court
Judge Patricia Collins, has denied AIMCO’s
Motion for Summary Judgment and granted a
trial on the merits of the tenants cases. This
means that the remaining seniors and disabled
tenants will not be put on the street any time
soon.
These remaining tenants who are under threat
of being evicted from
Lincoln Place by their
corporate landlord,
AIMCO, went to court
Oct. 30 with their attorneys, Amanda Seward
and Jan Book, in a effort
to save their homes. They
were accompanied by a
group of former tenants
and community supporters.
Amanda Seward
Judge Collins had
previously issued a tentative ruling to grant the
landlord AIMCO a Motion for Summary
Judgment.
In oral arguments, Seward argued that there
were a number of material issues which were in
dispute and required a trial. Judge Collins decided to take the case under submission, and on
Nov. 1, ruled that the tenants deserved a trial.
On Nov. 3, a date for a trial by jury will be
set for 13 Lincoln Place cases.
If the tenants win, AIMCO will probably
appeal - but the current tenants will remain on
the property.
Meanwhile, the Lincoln Place Tenants
Association has an environmental (CEQA) case
currently in the Court of Appeals. It will probably be heard in January. The CEQA case could
result in a precedent-setting opinion which could
help all renters in California and return the
power back to the City when tenants are being
evicted under the Ellis Act.

“Your Local Shop for Scrumptious
Food and Sinful Chocolates”

Monday - Friday 9 am - 7 pm
Saturday 10 am - 7 pm • Sunday noon - 6 pm
1800A Abbot Kinney Blvd., Venice, CA 90291
310-305-9800

Additional Parking after 5 pm
and all day Saturday & Sunday behind the store.
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Liquefied Natural Gas

LIKE AN H-BOMB HAUNTING SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
By Taylor Trowbndge
On the Mediterranean coast of Spain, the resort
camp of Los Alfraques presented a portrait of serenity
on the summer afternoon of July 11, 1978. Mothers
were cleaning up after lunch or preparing coffee on
gas burners. People in swimsuits had settled down for
a siesta. Children were splashing in the water. From
the busy highway alongside the camp there emerged a
milky-white cloud. It drifted into the camp as an
expanding white umbrella. The umbrella suddenly
flared brightly and burst into flame. In only three minutes, the flames were burned out; exposing the blackened remains of cars, trees, tents, trailers -- and 102
human beings. Live people on fire ran insanely. Others
were being scalded in the now boiling sea water.
A tank truck overfilled with a liquefied flammable
gas called propylene had ruptured. Upon release to
atmospheric pressure the liquid boiled violently, giving off gas at a temperature equal to its boiling temperature of -53ºF. The rapidly forming invisible gas
cloud took on the white sheath because its boundaries
froze moisture from the air. One of the gas burners for
the coffee probably ignited it. Propylene is just one of
a family of flammable gasses most conveniently transported after being liquefied through pressurization,
refrigeration, or both. The monster of such gasses is
LNG, liquefied natural gas.
In 1944, in Cleveland, an LNG storage tank ruptured. The fire destroyed the surrounding quarter mile
of Cleveland. This was a tank 1/35th the size of
today’s largest. All construction of LNG facilities then
ended, until the energy crises of the 1970s and 80s.
Then colossal LNG supertankers began entering the
seaports of major cities in the U.S. and Europe. They
contain 3,000 times the gas spilled from the tank truck
that got Los Alfraques. Lee Davis in the book Frozen
Fire details numerous minor (for LNG) accidents and
some barely averted holocausts.
Since the 1980s, energy conservation and gas pipelines from Canada
and Mexico had reduced demand and
increased supply. The price of natural
gas fell. The high expense of gas from
LNG moth-balled two US terminals
and shrank the use of the other two.
Recently the price of natural gas
has been soaring. LNG supplied gas
has become competitive. The US
Energy Information Administration
estimates a 28-fold increase in LNG
imports over the next 20 years. For
Southern California, a huge terminal is
planned for the Port of Long Beach.
Terminals about 13 miles offshore are
planned off the state park of Leo
Carrillo and the city of Port Hueneme.
THE TECHNOLOGY
Large supplies of natural gas occur overseas, but
gas is much too voluminous for economical shipment
by tanker. When cooled to -259 F it condenses into a
liquid (LNG) and its volume decreases 600-fold. It
may then be shipped in special supertankers. These
consist typically of a series of five 25,000 cubic-meter
(120 foot diameter) spherical “thermos bottles.” At the
U.S. terminal, the LNG is transferred to a series of
even larger “thermos bottles” for storage. Quantities
may then be withdrawn as needed, warmed to the
gaseous state, and supplied to the continental natural
gas pipe lines.
The catastrophic threat of LNG lies in the combination of the staggering energy content of the unit
quantities transported and the extremely treacherous
way in which LNG acts upon spillage. Physicist
Amory Lovins and other scientists compute that the
described supertanker contains the energy equivalent
of a one-megaton H-bomb (that’s a big one). Each of
its tanks contains the equivalent of 10 Hiroshima
bombs.
Liquids as frigid as LNG are referred to as cryogenic and have many exotic properties. For example,
at such temperatures normally soft materials become
hard as rock. A pencil eraser dipped in LNG can ring a
bell. Steel becomes more like glass. LNG spilled on
hard materials creates a “thermal shock,” like cold
water cracking an oven-hot dish. One cupful spilled
on the metal deck of an LNG supertanker caused a
meter-long crack. A recent Sandia National Lab summary of LNG hazard research
(http://cryptome.org/lng-eyeball.htm) theorized that
a large spill might break up a tanker, releasing its
entire cargo.
Aiding the break up might be RPTs, “rapid phase
transitions,” the popping and splattering from
droplets of water seeping from frying meat into the
hot grease and being vaporized so rapidly that they
explode. Don’t try poring a cup of water into a vat of
deep fryer grease, unless you are wearing a head-totoe fire suit and were going to wash everything in

your kitchen anyway. LNG spilled into water does the
same thing, but on a colossal scale. A test at China
Lake spilling just 11 ft3/sec produced a “pop” the
equivalent of 14 pounds of TNT.
The worst threat of a large spill is that of a supertanker collision or grounding. Oil supertankers have a
bad record because their large size makes them difficult to handle. LNG supertankers are as large. Worse,
they float much higher in the water making them
more difficult to handle in wind. In the 1970s a terminal was approved for Point Conception, which is the
notorious “Cape Horn of the Pacific.”
Today the worst threat may be sabotage. The
Sandia study treats this extensively, but a thorough
study is Classified. The Pentagon considers the most
lucrative target for terrorists to be facilities of LNG. A
hijacked LNG tanker could make the World Trade
Center destruction look like a car bombing.
Congressman Ed Markey obtained intelligence that al
Qaeda operatives infiltrated into the U.S. on LNG
tankers docking in Boston Harbor.

POOL FIRE
Another treacherous aspect of the 300ºF temperature difference between the boiling point of LNG and
the surroundings is that the spill vaporizes extremely
rapidly, like water spilled on a 500ºF frying pan (300F
above the boiling point of water). If ignited immediately upon spillage, a very short-lived but extremely
large and intense flame occurs. A mathematical model
presented in the journal “Fire Technology” (Feb. 1977)
predicts that a spill from one of a ship’s 25,000 cubicmeter tanks into water would produce a miles-high
flame that would radiate heat so intensely that it could
start fires and fatally burn people over half a mile
away. Federal Power Commission estimates agree. A
75,000 cubic-meter spill, the capacity of typically
planned storage tanks, could inflame surroundings a
full mile away. A tanker plus a previously proposed Los Angeles storage
facility would total 275,000 cubicmeters. Even worst, a huge LNG fire
might initiate a “fire tornado” (a fire
spread by self-produced hurricanevelocity winds) testified Dave Surges
of the Bureau of Mines. In World War
II, a fire tornado destroyed Dresden,
Germany, started by massive incendiary bombing.

VAPOR-CLOUD EXPLOSION
Immediate ignition of the boiling
spill is not nearly the greatest hazard.
If it does not immediately ignite,
which many authorities claim is quite
likely even amid the violence of a supertanker collision or a terrorist bombing, a cold dense gas-cloud
forms. Such a cloud got Los Alfraques. This cloud
spreads out hugging the surface, moves with the
wind, and gradually mixes with air. As more air mixes
in, proportions are reached at which the gas-air mixture becomes explosive. That is, if then ignited, this
“vapor-cloud” explodes like the gasoline-air mixture
in the cylinder of a car engine, instead of just burning
like a pool of gasoline spilled on the ground. In explosive proportions the LNG gas-air mixture no longer
hugs the ground nor seeks low places, but becomes
neutrally buoyant. It neither rises nor sinks but moves
with the air currents, parallel to the ground, over hills
or mountains, around and among buildings. It continues until it has intercepted a large enough number of
possible ignition sources for one to happen to set it off.
Worse yet, many researchers suspect that an
extremely large cloud could “detonate,” explode like
TNT. This is especially likely if the cloud engulfs
obstructions, such as buildings. If the explosion
becomes a detonation, much of this energy will be
released in the much more destructive form of a
“shock wave,” as it is in a nuclear explosion. Testers at
the China Lake naval weapons test range in the
Mojave Desert set off a small amount of high explosive in a culvert filled with a vapor similar to that
from an LNG spill. A detonation wave formed in the
culvert gas and propagated outside throughout an
unconfined volume of the gas. The shock wave was
felt at a town 14 miles from the test site. Authorities
speculate that the speed of a vapor explosion wave
accelerates with distance within the cloud. Inside a
very large vapor cloud, as from ship-tank sized spill,
the wave would have room to accelerate enough to
become a detonation wave. The blast could be like that
from tens of thousands of tons of TNT.
Ignition sources occur most abundantly in populated areas (gas stoves, pilot lights, cutting torches,
etc.). A capricious property of a flammable vapor
cloud is that it may pass unignited through many possible ignition sources. At first thought, this property
seems fortunate. Ironically, this property is it’s most
treacherous. The cloud will most likely pass unignited
over water and through rural areas, where ignition

sources are sparse, and ignite only when it reaches a
community, where ignition sources are abundant.
Science Applications, Inc. computes that it could actually engulf a square kilometer of city “before ignition
is almost certain.” The vapor-cloud may act like a
nuclear bomb with what might be called a “community-proximity fuse.” It may wander around with the
winds until it comes across a community to go off in.
If it meets an insufficient number of possible ignition sources, it eventually mixes with so much air that
it becomes nonflammable and thus safe. Estimates
vary widely. The Sandia review proposed a distance of
1 or 2 miles. Under intense criticism the authors conceded 7 miles. What might they have proposed if they
had not been funded by a notoriously dishonest, BigOil dominated government?
The best mathematical model of this by 1980 was
that of Professor James A. Fay of the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology. It predicts that a
spill of just one of a tanker’s 25,000 cubic-meter tanks
could remain explosive for 60 miles; a full 125,000
cubic-meter tanker load 135 miles. Although his
model is considered extreme, it is credible, and most
accurately fitted the experimental data.
Supporting such a much more extreme distance is
that all existing tests are on spills a thousandth the
size of a real tank. Even the Sandia report admits that
a large spill would probably give much different
behavior and that the mathematical models that fit the
test spills may give gross underestimations for large
spills.
Therefore, we may reasonably propose that any
community within 135 miles of an LNG tanker must
be in significant danger.

REMOTE SITES
The only reasonably sane approach to the LNG
safety problem is location of terminals at least 135
miles from the nearest substantial community.
However, there exists no point anywhere on either
coast of the U.S. without a community of tens of thousands of people within even the 60-mile credible range
of the one tanker-tank spill.
In Southern California conditions are especially
treacherous. As every experienced surfer knows,
onshore wind makes for bad surfing. The chop produced makes riding miserable. But during the night,
the wind usually starts blowing offshore and lasts
until midmorning. So surfers want to be on the waves
early in the morning to have lots of time on the wonderful glassy surfaces. If an LNG spill occurs at night
from an onshore terminal, such as that proposed for
Long Beach, the gas cloud may blow out to sea without igniting. This sounds like a good thing, but as it
travels it mixes with air and becomes capable of the
vapor cloud explosion, and even possibly of a detonation. Around midmorning the wind turns it around
and brings it to shore.
Far offshore, the winds are usually to the East
both day and night. But East is toward land. A night
spill at the once proposed Point Conception terminal
would most likely blow out from shore into the
Easterly winds, be carried down the channel of the
Channel Islands, and come ashore, still explosive, onto
the Ventura County coast after mid morning. Of
course, along the way it could get diverted to Santa
Barbara. The present “Clearwater” proposal, offshore
from the Ventura County coast, would be right in the
prevailing Easterly winds. A spill during the afternoon
would most likely reach land at Port Hueneme, 13
miles away. But it could be diverted to anywhere in
the Oxnard Plain. For the proposed terminal offshore
from Leo Carrillo Park in the Santa Monica
Mountains, the prevailing winds would most likely
carry a vapor cloud to Venice, 37 miles away. Of
course it could get diverted to Malibu or the South
Bay.
A reasonably sane possibility for a remote docking and storage terminal would be of the order of 135
miles offshore, with regasified LNG piped to shore.
Far beyond San Clemente Island, is the Cortes Bank,
which gets as shallow as 45 feet. A terminal could be
built there. The prevailing winds are to the East. A
vapor cloud would have 140 miles to dissipate before
reaching land, around San Diego. A 100-mile undersea
pipeline would be required to get the regasified natural gas to the coast. The author knows of no economic
study for such a project.
Safe and economical sites for LNG terminals may
be nonexistent. (www.timrileylaw.com/LNG.htm)
It would make more sense to have the government subsidize solar electric with money than have
individuals subsidize LNG with risks of holocausts to
their lives and property.
(Taylor Trowbndge is an officer of the Southern California
Federation of Scientists, www.scfs-la.org, scientists and
engineers devoted to the public interest. See the web site for
an expanded version of this article.)

Happy Halloween –
Code Enforcement
Returns to Venice
By Karl Abrams
Have you ever wanted to file a complaint-anonymously of course--against your rental
neighbor? You know. Maybe their yard is far too
messy for your taste, or too many people seem to
be living there, or perhaps it is unsafe in your
opinion. Or maybe you have a sneaking suspicion that they’re just not up to code?
Well, all you have to do is call the Los
Angeles Housing Department (LAHD) and they
will gladly investigate these code violations, provided, of course, that they are renters – like
many of us here in Venice – of either duplexes or
apartment buildings or even houses with two or
more single family dwellings. LAHD will even
give you a special hot-line phone number so that
you can remain anonymous and the City can
attain that utopian ideal called Code
Compliance. Of course, you can even do it online
and every effort will be made to respond to your
request within 24 hours.
This is all part of the amazing Systematic
Code Enforcement Program or “SCEP.” It is
designed to routinely “inspect...rental properties...on a four-year cycle and to respond to
reports of property violations.” If enforcement
steps are needed, the file will be forwarded to
the Office of the City Attorney.
There is no fee for reporting a violation and
tenants who do so are protected by law. They
cannot be “evicted or harassed by [their] landlords.”
But what happens if this Code Enforcement
concept is used by a greedy Landlord who calls
in the complaint? One possible scenario is that
the Landlord can kick out the renter, fix the place
up and bring it to code. This will replace the
renters with new renters who can pay higher
rents that will cover the Landlord’s code costs.
If you are the target (all renters are vulnerable), LAHD will:
1. Send the property owner a Notice of
Inspection in the mail 30 days before the
scheduled inspection and
2. Post a Tenant Inspection Notice (SCEP) 5 to
7 days before the inspector arrives.
The property owner will then be mailed a
Notice and Order to Comply to violations within
30 days or so. At this point, the owner will be
summoned to an administrative General
Manager’s Hearing. The Landlord can then
argue that the cost of code is too much at the low
rent the Landlord has been asking. Permission
may then be granted to remove the renters, renovate, rejuvenate, and gentrify the dwelling. The
Landlord gets the higher rent and you’re back on
the streets in search of a rental in San Bernardino.
According to reliable sources in the
Oakwood Neighborhood of Venice, another scenario has been “developing.” It seems that an
anonymous caller has snitched on a rental unit
on Westminster Avenue. The owner of the unit
has been charging low-income affordable rental
rates for the property for some time now. This is
a good policy. However, the inspector has written a long list of code violations against the
owner which include expensive repairs such as
“increasing the height of the ceiling” and other
near impossible tasks. The list of violations was
not written in the presence of either the tenants
or the landlord as called for by good manners. It
seems that the inspector, who arrived without
even a clip-board, submitted the long list to
LAHD before anyone could even contest it. The
owner-landlord must now consider selling the
property for lack of repair funds.
We wonder…just who is going to buy that
property and raise the rent beyond its previously
affordable rates? Is it the anonymous caller?
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On the Campaign Trail with the Peace and Freedom Party
By erica snowlake
Last July the Venice chapter of the Peace and
Freedom Party opened a center in Venice at 1720
Main street, across from the Post Office. A place for
the public to meet the candidates, One and All. A
great enthusiasm reigned as the Center became an
instant mecca for the latest in political awareness,
debate, and action. Anyone gracing these doors for
the potpourri of films, local music talent, and special events hosted gathered communal enlightenment and hope for liberation from the current
political nightmare from a grass roots organization
radiating compassion at it’s core.
Peace and Freedom Venice are a wild and lively bunch of pro-labor, free speechers, earth
activists, and innovative do-it-your-selfers. The
three ambassadors I have come to know the best
are Yolanda Miranda, Karl Abrams,and James
Smith. Coincidentally all three are Beachhead
Collective members as well. So they’re damn literary, too!
Yolanda’s the firebrand of the trio, leading an
activist life from day one organizing farm labor in
the San Joaquin Valley, raising a family, and standing for international women’s solidarity. She can be
found singing campesino songs at the center to
cooking up a great chili, when not dancing like a
Cubano.
Karl Abrams is currently a chemistry prof, former save-the-world with blue-green algae
spokesman, humanitarian with a heart sweet as
cherry pie. He is running for State Assembly.
Jim Smith stands out as the Captain Kirk of the
intrepid adventurers. A great respect for diversity,
equality, a visionary philosopher with a Venetian
sense of humor, Jim’s out there every Friday waving the rainbow Peace and Freedom flag with his
friends in the Windward Circle. He’s running for
Congress and his campaign’s taken off on an epic
course of events.......
Seems Jim, in doing his homework, some
online research about his competition, the not-sovery-well-liked by her constituents, (from what I’ve
heard handing out flyers), the quasi-Democrat Jane
Harman. The-I-am-friends-with-George-Bushthough-I-am-doing-quite-a-bit-of-the-backwardsshuffle-distancing my-self-from-Him-these-days
Jane Harman, despite having voted for His War in
Iraq, the HomeInvasion Patriot Act, and being cozy
onboard the ultra-secretive Trilateral Commission.
The same Jane who in a public debate two weeks
ago declared in her opening statement she will be
“fighting the fight against terror” as her Doomsday
re-election promise. As the Bible says, folks, right in
the beginning, “Terror begat Terror begats More
Terror,” don’cha know.
We’ll get back to that ill-fated debate, (for
Jane), later, but let’s zoom in on our hero Jim, wiling away hours on the Net looking for loopyholes
in Jane’s credibility. Jackpot! Not only does he find
out she’s one of the wealthiest members of
Congress, being not only a millionaire, (which she
admits), but a billionaire to boot! (which she disguises). Seems one of Jane’s hubby’s assets is
Harman International, you remember those speakers you paid an arm and a leg for in the eighties?
Yeah?, and guess where they’re made?
Yes, I was glad to be part of that fact-finding
Peace and Freedom delegation which crossed into
Tijuana September the 11th. I can verify it’s all true,
maquiadoras/prisons, no windows, workers paid
$1.20 an hour, surrouding shantytown in ruins,
utter disregard for the water running through it,

why? did you think those multi-national corporations would kickback a little into the communities
they defile? Jane, if your assertion your workers are
paid $9.50 an hour were true, the line-ups from that
sign at the gate soliciting 16- year-olds would have
extended to kingdom come. You know, wealthy
people need to reality check on how they came to
be so.....wealthy.
Well that was just the first nail in Jane’s coffin
Peace and Freedom discovered just by, uh, caring.
Democracy can be so exciting when it comes down
to David versus Goliath proportions. Sure, Peace
and Freedom can play the game, but what they
really want is a moratorium on development, rent
roll-backs, more affordable housing, and environmental responsibility. They don’t need to tow a
Party line, hand-out favors, or speak in vague gibberish about terror to win the day. Peace and
Freedom can just be real people helping the world
get fixed up, before our collective oil-addicted
dogma eats our karmas all up.
Back to the campaign, we’re now at the League
of Women’s Voters, (fine, outstanding women, I
might add), Candidates Debate in Torrance on
October the 22nd. Guess what?---the Universe’s
rooting for Jim! - the morning’s newsbreaking toast
adds more fuel to the fire. Seems Jane is now under
investigation involving leaking documents or trading them for American Israel Public Affairs
Committee (AIPAC) intervention with House
Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi to save Jane’s ass on
the Intelligence Committee. As Candidate Jim
merely stated the obvious, citing Jane to resign,
more instances of extreme denial ensued. Tune into
the debate at www.votesmith forcongress.org.
Warning: denial is contagious!!! Zingers by the
Libertarian Candidate and an ongoing oxymoron
by the Republican abound.
It’s all tuning up to be a great fight! If only people knew! If only Democrats were’nt always making the excuse they’re afraid of throwing away their
votes. If only peeps followed their hearts. If only
you had seen the latest film by Robert Greenwald
at the P&F Center called Iraq For Sale, and heard the
true story of the private contracting companies in
Iraq. Listened to the confessions of a professional
interrogator, or the contractor for Halliburton hired
to provide clean water for the troops who quit after
one week after discovering the wells filled with
malaria and typhoid strains, of course, par for the
course for the Iraqi people. Or heard David Rovics
sing at the Center a Celtic bard’s treasure trove of
rallying warcries against Halliburton, SUV’s, and
the bones of the displaced Mexican farmers piling
up at the border. Or, closer to home, heard the
Lincoln Place Contingency Band sing for the evictees
one last hopeful song. Or witnessed in the film How
Cuba Survived Peak Oil 80% of Cuba’s farmland is
now organically viable. Compare that to our
Heartland, America.
Yeah, well, Peace and Freedom for the People’s
hard to come by these days, especially in a stagnant
two-party system. The true message of Democracy
exists in the people, the majority, I might add, who
don’t even vote anymore. Peace and freedom only
needs you to show us the Way!!!! Just do one little
thing for fun...vote out Jane Harman, do it cuz’ you
read it here, do it for .......Peace and Freedom!
p.s. The Peace and Freedom Center couldn’t
exist without its awesome volunteers, none more
dedicated than our beloved 78-years young Jack
Johncock, giant hugs and Thank-You’s - You Rock!
to all of them!!!

The Great Debate
L: Jane Harman
R: James Smith
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Beachhead Poets and
Writers Read Their
Stuff
A full house at the Venice
Peace & Freedom Center,
Oct. 6, heard live readings
from Judith Martin Straw,
Rex Butters, Hal Bogotch,
Hillary Kaye, Jim Smith,
Erica Snowlake and
Sherman Pearl. You can see
most of the readings on
Goggle Video by clicking
on the link at
www.freevenice.org
Photo on right: Erica
Snowlake; on left: Sherman
Pearl

By Jim Smith
Long-time Venice community activist
Diane “DeDe” McCreary died Oct. 26 after an
acute stroke. She had worked at Ralphs
Market for 29 years, including the last nine in
Venice and was a leader of the supermarket
strike and lock out during 2003-04. After it

DeDe McCreary
speaks at community
rally in support of
locked out Ralphs
workers in 2003.

DeDe McCreary, R.I.P.
ended, McCreary like many others, retired from
Ralphs. She ran for vice-president of the Grass
Roots Venice Neighborhood Council, and was
elected with the most votes of any candidate. She
was also president of Venice2000, the gang-intervention organization.
DeDe, who was only 63 at the time of her
death, had been
involved with
Oakwood Senior
Citizens for several years. She initiated a “Senior
Prom,” where elders could come
together to dance
and get together.
The funeral
will be held at
1PM, Saturday
November 4 at
Spalding
Mortuary, 3045 S.
La Brea Avenue.
Viewing will be 47PM, Thursday
and 9AM-7PM,
Friday.

Contributions in lieu of flowers may be
made to” The D.D. McCrary Senior Prom
Fund/ Venice 2000, in care of VDM Youth
and Family Center, 610 California Ave, Venice
CA 90291.

No one enjoyed a
scary Halloween
more than these
goblins at the
Blanca Villa Lobos
day care center on
Nowita Place.

THAI COCONUTS
BY THE CASE

EBT Welcome

KEETOOWAH SPEAKS
Q: do you sense there’s good leaders coming?
A: they are coming from the Drum Circle, from any Circle.
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Venice Peace and Freedom Center
Community Center and Campaign Headquarters for
Smith for Congress and Abrams for Assembly

“Love first, Peace will follow.” –Keetoowah

Yof Venice • 310-399-2215

1720 Main St. in the

Interview and photos by Erica Snowlake

☛ Friday, Nov. 3 - 8PM • Two films about Border sweatshops:
Maquilapolis - city of factories and Harman’s Tijuana Sweatshop - A
PBS documentary & the Harman family business.

Keetowah's singing Kumbaya to a fiery red mushroom
sunset. Keetowah's circling the Sunday Drum Circle,
waving an eagle flag like a magic wand over everyone, grinning from ear to ear. He's helping me light 13
candles for the 13 tribes, the 13 moons, on La Dia de la
Raza. One sees
Keetowah everyday
on the beach, the
very oceanshore his
Choctaw grandmother crossed to
bless him in 57
years ago. Today, a
Monday, is quiet
and serene. The
shining white sands
lead to an emerald
sea and an aqua sky.
This is Keetowah's
home.
Keetowah: 25 years
ago I suddenly
ended up on the beach in Carmel. I lost the world I
thought I lived in, the world I thought i cared for. I
was 32 years old and finally growing up. Soon after I
came to Venice Beach, been doing what I came here on
earth to do: holding back the hate. How do you stop
hate? ---- by becoming a peaceful person.
In my life as a political and environmental activist, I'
ve talked to many of society's supposed leaders - mayors, state legislators, governors, presidents - and they
all have the same idea - PEACE - but they are not living the idea. I' ve made my life a study of love and
peace, I' ve opposed even the nail in a piece of wood.
I' ve recycled cans and bottles on Venice Beach for 25
years, and now I' ve moved on to something greater. I
help to recycle people for the One Almighty! I' ve been
told by the Creator I will save a life one day.
Beachhead: We are
silent for a moment. I
look at Keetowah,
whose name means
The Chosen People in
Choctaw, the
Principal People in
Cheyenne, and The
Real People in
Blackfoot. I am considering the meaning
of what he has just
said. Is the life we
save ultimately our
own? I see Keetowah always helping people, helping
travelling backpackers find a safe place to sleep the
night, helping keep the peace at the drum circle, generally being fully present engaged in divine service. In
this kind of dedication, is not the life one saves, truly,
as well as one's own, the One Life we all share as myriad beings, the One Life we all breathe as part of the
Web of One Sacred Reality?
Keetowah: Man can make glass out of sand, but man
cannot turn glass into sand. Environmentally, I am
dedicated to keeping this beach clean, by hand. The
sad truth is that it is dying. The sewage run-off of our
vast population needs to be treated and filtered before
it gets anywhere near the beach. The children need to
be able to play here, to freely frolic barefoot. His gaze
turns sharp. Every grain of sand here is sacred for the
blood of the people that has been shed. In my role as
Environmental Impact Specialist - he winks, pulling
out a golden badge inscribed Universal Protection
Officer, Omega Sector, he adds, well let's imagine a
vision into the near future........
Venice Beach transforms herself into Eagle Beach, a
protected sanctuary. With our ever-vigilant binoculars
we spot an entourage heading out on the beach with
their $8,000 bottle of champagne, bought on Main
Street. This is the future, he reminds me, it's either the
uppityup or the downdowndown. We approach the
celebrators, declaring THIS IS A NO-GLASS BEACH,
messieurs et madames, we repeat it in spanish, in
every language. There is a $3,000 fine involved, of
course. The party wisely chooses to rebottle their luxury item in plastic.......
Beachhead: We laugh, alot! Keetowah adds "That's the
nittygritty of that story." He jumps up. He has alot of
positive energy! "Love first, Peace will follow", he
says, "the true people will multiply like those very
grains of sand."
Beachhead: We turn to speaking of the Drum Circle.
Every Saturday and Sunday, forever, they come, bearing djembes, timbales, bongos, congas, rattles and

☛ Saturday, Nov. 4 - 8PM • Blues singer Chicago Red.

☛ Tuesday, Nov. 7 - Election Night Party - Film: 7:30 PM,
American Blackout • Music 9 PM, Eric Ahlberg and friends, plus live
election returns on the big screen.

☛ More films and music throughout November. Check
www.freevenice.org or call 310-399-2215 for listings.

shakers. Like the humpback whales circling the
Hawaiian islands singing fertility songs, the Drum
Circle is a ritual which greatly determines, mirrors, the
health of Venice and all humanity. We breathe easier
that it keeps going on. Keetowah storytells again, this
time taking me 45,000 years ago to a place Spirit
showed him the roots of the drum. The tale weaves
offering, feasting, animal sacrifice, prayer, rage,
humor, and flashes of epiphanic understanding. In a
flash, we are back. He sure can do the Timewarp!
Keetowah: They called this circle anything but the
Drum Circle, drunk
circle, drug circle,
even scum circle the
cops called it. But the
main magical people
kept with it, kept the
Faith. For two years
I've been fortunate to
work with this
Circle. I'll tell you:
Miracles are
Happening! Last
week a young father
held his 2 week baby
inside the Circle! Everyone holding down this Circle
just keeps coming with their Love and the Beat.
Beachhead: I know! I've danced in the Circle on a
beam between the sun and the moon, felt organic
ecstasy amid the release and power of Spirit moving
as One! Just last week I danced with a young girl
wearing a tambourine around her waist, doing the
hulahula. Plus it's a great place to kiss someone special! The energy is so High!!!!
Keetowah: I saw three gentlemen on a walkstreet balcony, they bade me come over, thanked me, told me a
day later they were still sharing their experiences of
the Drum Circle, how much it opened their
hearts.......people
find Love at the
Drum Circle,
Unconditional
Love, Agape
Love.
Beachhead:
Keetowah's wearing turquoise,
flicker and eagle
feathers, an
egyptian
amulet....
Keetowah: All
gifts from folks or
found on the
beach. Alot of
people call me
Chief, but I'm just
a Baby Chief, I
just got my eagle
feathers two years
ago!
Beachhead: He
talks of a life

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

spent protesting, demonstrating. He was at the Watts
riots, also integral in working towards freedom in
South Africa, in divesting 5 million in funds for the
rebuilding of homes for the people.
Keetwoah: I work for free, I will not let man's manipulation of mankind lead me astray. This empire, New
World Order, he shrugs, it will always be the One
Universal Law - Love! After 9-11, I was arrested every
month for thirteen months, labeled a terrorist. They
better start dealing with the real terror here, the pollution, time is getting awfully short, and you know what
they say about time even the scientists
say we can't figure it
out. What's humanity
doing today? - eating, moving, being
entertained. I look at
the sea, the sky, the
sun, the stars, and I
yell HELP!!!!
Everyone has the
same habits, nobody
wants to die, so we
all start identifying with the body, with the material
world. Start identifying with Spirit and you won't fear
Death. Take care of our Home for the children to
come. Women do. Women are the backbone of all civilization, so Praise Them, Fool! Praise Creation! I am so
thankful it's really happening in my life - I look at all
life with eyes of love and peace. I realized from my
own experience anyone hating is just hating oneself.
Get over it! Come to the Drum Circle, save a life! Take
an active part in healing abuse. Become a peacekeeper
right here on Eagle Beach, watch over one another,
keep the Earth clean! Shame on you!
Beachhead: I smile over to Keetowah, sweet medicine
brother in motion, and an eagle's eye looks back.
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Where Do You Wanna Eat?

Baron Long, who had started out in the Los
Angeles area organizing boxing at the Vernon Fight
Arena, then teamed up with Julius Rosenfield in 1917
to purchase the Ship Café, making it the most distinct
and picturesque establishments in all of Los Angeles.
Originally designed by architects Norman Marsh
and Clarence Russell to replicate the Spanish galleon
used by Juan Cabrillo, discoverer of the Santa Monica
bay, it was a rollicking place throughout early Venice
history. After completely burning in the horrific fire on
the pier in 1920, it was rebuilt and maintained its
prominence until the pier was ultimately closed and
torn down in 1946.
By the mid 20s, Ward McFadden took control of
the Ship Café and made it the Brown Derby of its day,
the ‘in’ place where motion picture stars mingled with
Los Angeles area politicians and wealthy businessmen. The dining was intimate, the food excellent, and
Ward McFadden, Ralph Arnold, who was the proprietor in 1929, and Tommy Jacobs, a decade later, were
the perfect hosts. A grand time was had by all.
Now, let’s stroll down Windward Avenue shall
we, and see what we could find to eat along Venice’s
main street. At the corner of Ocean Front Walk stood
the Hotel St. Marks, the most grand of the buildings
along the street. From the early-20s through the 30s, it
featured Pete’s Grill, specialty “quality service,” for
those hungry tourists and hotel residents alike.
Across Speedway, humorously named by Abbot
Kinney due to the fact that in the early days, this oneway lane was often clogged with blowing sand, forming dunes that would make traversing it almost
impossible, thus the comical nomenclature, you’d find
Dr. Hunt’s Windward Hotel, which also opened in
1905. Through the ages, this sole surviving building
has hosted a plethora of dining establishments. In
1918, you could find Atwood’s Cafe there at 25
Windward. Fast forward to the mid-50s, and now
you’d find a liquor store and a Chop Suey restaurant.
The liquor store was still there in the mid-70s, when
the east side of the ground floor became St. Charles
Place, which opened on July 31, 1975 as a restaurant
and bar, featuring live entertainment.
In November 1977, Barry Levich & John Anders
opened F. Scott’s &, a “celebrated cabaret.” In the 80s
came St. Marks jazz club, which became a strong fixture in the local scene. Then along came the shortlived Tantra Bar, which then merged into Drake’s
Supper Club. On March 13, 2003 a sign was posted on
its front door, giving notice of its closing due to
“extreme vandalism,” and that it would reopen in a
couple weeks. Nope, never did. Then on January 20,
2005, the place reopened as the Venice Cantina, but
that too was ill-fated, closing on May 13 of this year.
And now we await the imminent opening of Danny’s
Venice Deli, featuring an interior mural by Rip Cronk
showing caricatures of famous Venetians throughout
its history, and one of the few surviving gondolas.
Phew, what a history!
In 1915, you could dine at Abbot’s Restaurant at
12 Windward, which seems to be non-existent in any
early photos, except for one postcard of its neat interior, with a counter running the length of one wall, and
table dining along the other side, all under murals of
fine exterior foliage and lots of mirrors. Or today you
can eat at the aptly named The Patio at 20 Windward,
former home of Clarence’s Barbecue in the 30s, or the
now boarded-up Cafe de la Plage at 46 Windward.
Also down the block was Menotti’s Buffet, located
on the south side of the street at 52 Windward Avenue,
which opened to rave reviews in 1915. The name is
still visible on the original tile floor at the front of the
Townhouse bar today. During the Prohibition era of
the 1920’s, when liquor was banned, there was an illegal speakeasy hidden in the basement, while the
restaurant had been converted into a grocery store.
Murals adorning the basement walls of the
Townhouse were originally painted sometime around
1915 and depict landscape scenes of early Southern
California, including some romanticized canal views
in Venice. It is now home to the Cantina Del Corazon
which has been brought back to life with restoration of
some of these original murals.
In the 1950’s the old bar’s name was changed to
Grady’s Town House. On May 2nd, 1972, Ronald and
Annie Bennett purchased the bar from the old owner,

6am –
4pm D
aily
Bring this Ad and receive
a 12 oz regular coffee FREE!
We serve Breakfast and Lunch
3105 Washington Blvd., Marina Del Rey
310-823-2430

– continued from page one

Gus Hinkleman, with the name then shortened to the
Town House, and today is home to one of the oldest
continuous running bars on the west coast.
In one old photo of the turnaround for the Venice
Miniature Rail Road at Windward and Trolleyway,
there’s a sign in the background for The Mint Café,
approximately located next to today’s Animal House
clothing store and The Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf at 80
Windward. Then in the 60s there were also
Cleopatra’s and Amoon’s, where Animal House and
the Tattoo Parlor are today. Across the way on the
north side of the intersection, you’ll now find a new
Campos Tacos stand, taking over from the old J.J.
Chill’s stand. And back in the 50s, it was known as
Mary’s Hamburgers & Hot Dogs (sponsored by
Coke), with a big sign on the corner proclaiming “The
Pup.”
Just around the corner at 1611 Pacific was a
Venice eatery institution, NuPars. Open in the 70s, a
lot of today’s residents remember going there for
breakfast, mainly. Here’s where we open your tour up
to those who were there.
Jim Smith - First there was Da Driftwood, on
OFW near the paddle tennis courts. It and NuPars
were run by Jurgen, part of a German family who also
worked in the restaurants. He also had a place called
Jurgen’s in Hamburger Square (Washington and
Speedway) for a brief time. Jurgen wasn’t big on
names. Both Da Driftwood and NuPars were preexisting names. Jurgen made the best potatoes I’ve ever
had.
Steve Avooski - I just remember taking Judy (my
bride) to NuPars with a friend in around 1971. I was
trying to talk her into moving to Venice, as she was a
very upscale urban girl. We were eating in this dive
(Nupars) and this bum (old word for homeless) shuffled up to her and pointed to her food and asked,
“you gonna eat that?” She turned white with fear, and
didn’t know how to handle the situation. He was
looking for a hand out, and she froze. My friend and I
started to stifle laughter that couldn’t be contained,
and created a very memorable meal. We did end up
moving to Venice, and have been here over 30 years.
Jacky Lavin - The first place I ever ate when I got
to Venice was Nupar’s. Didn’t it have another name
also? You could get 3 eggs with potatoes or tomatoes
for 63 cents - circa 1973. Don’t forget the Brown
Bagger (which was actually on Washington) and also
the place that looked like a ship and became a sushi
bar (The Seagull, 18 17th Ave at Speedway).
Marcia Stone - NuPars was the neighborhood
restaurant. I’d always sit at the counter and order
German pancakes. The short order cook was the best I
ever saw - so fast! They weren’t open for dinner, and I
remember there was a hotel above it.
Bob Hughes - They had the best German egg
pancakes, served with lemon and powdered sugar
(pure heaven…). And what about on Abbot Kinney?
The Merchant of Venice - buy the table you’re eating
off of; The Comeback Inn - great vegetarian; Harry’s
BBQ - for $4.99 ribs, corn, salad, roll... more than you
could eat; Chez Helene - provincial French - (also
known to locals as “The Restaurant of Death” - actress
Eileen Brennan was struck by a car out in front (both
legs broken) and the famous Sara Ribicoff murder).
Or we could stroll up the boardwalk, and see
what we could find. If it was 1976, we could start at
The Driftwood, 1921 OFW at North Venice Blvd. It
offered cocktails, lunch, dinner and Dixieland Jazz.
Next up would be world-famous Jody Maroni’s
Sausage Kingdom. Opening on the carnival known as
the Venice Beach Boardwalk, Jody Maroni, the
Sausage King, has been hawking his handmade family recipe gourmet sausages since the summer of 1979,
delighting all who passed by with his constant banter
and deliciously unusual concoctions. He has sold
thousands of his handmade all-natural gourmet
sausages to locals and tourists alike. He called them
“haut dogs” because they were finer and fancier than
any other sausage on the planet, and he made them
with chicken, duck, lamb and pork and added in all
kinds of natural flavorings such as cilantro, oranges,
tangerines, figs, corn and apples. Some of them even
had beer or tequila for additional flavor and moisture.
Having learned the art of sausage making from
his father, Max the Butcher, Jody merged the family
secrets with international cuisine and a respect for
health and nutrition, all the while living in the apartment above the concession.
Today, the entire boardwalk is really just a carnival midway, with eating shops every few doors
away. Monkee’s Burger is just north of Jody’s; actually, right next door.
And somewhere in this area, was where
Robert’s Restaurant once operated. Stephen Pouliot A place on south Ocean Front. Always jammed-full
of “the beautiful people.” It was happy powder city.
A place where you could snort a line of coke and
chase it with a chilled glass of home squeezed.
Lynn Hanson - Very cooooool at night on the
beach.

Betsy Goldman - It was probably around 1978. I
lived on Tahiti Way in the Marina. A friend, who lived
there also, and I went to Robert’s numerous times. It
was our favorite place to have dinner. I remember it
as being a hole-in-the-wall type place but beautiful all white.
Jacky Lavin - Ah yes, Robert’s was the first place
to have unusual flowers - protea on the tables.
Jill Prestup - I do remember Robert’s when I
played paddle tennis at the beach. It was a great
hangout during and after hours but too pricey for
most of the paddle tennis crowd. The owner liked us,
so we would use his bathroom and get drinks there.
Marcia Stone - It was very sophisticated and
modern. They served California upscale cuisine, and
it was there I met Hal, who later opened the eponymous Hal’s on Abbot Kinney, with my old high school
friend, Linda Novack, but I digress…
Muscle Beach Café, at 19th Avenue, comes up
next, then the fascinating Good Karma Natural &
Organic Fast Foods at 1809 OFW. Followed by your
basic Chinese Food, at 18th Avenue. And then we
come to another old milestone of Venice dining, now
inhabited by Café Bada.
Lynn Hanson - The Meatless Marathon Messhall
was open till 3 or all night, or maybe I arrived at 3
after the Circle Bar. Middle of the night spanish
omelettes, the only time I liked breakfast. My welcome initiation into vegetarian food after growing up
on meat & potatoes {which I never liked } in rural
Minnesota.
Jim Smith - Actually, the Meatless Messhall,
before that it was Java Time (as was Cafe 50s). Great
place for us veggies.
Gary Flanigan - Years ago, I worked at a vegetarian joint on Venice beach called the Marathon Meatless
Messhall. It was a typical hippie sort of joint; Bob
Dylan ate there occasionally, etc. There was one guy
who came in and asked that we burn his toast. He
even sent it back one time saying “Would you please
burn this some more?” The last straw was when he
asked for chopsticks to eat his oatmeal.
From 1905-1920, there was the grand Mecca
Buffet building, at the southeast corner of OFW and
Market Street, or Zephyr Place, as it was referred to
back then. It was one of the first buildings erected
during the initial rush to open Venice in 1905. But
come the Volstead Act of January 16, 1920, many of
the local drinking and high-class dining establishments either went out of business or changed hands.
One of four great saloons west of the Mississippi, the
Mecca Buffet had helped Venice become the finest
amusement center in the entire west coast. Now, with
Menotti’s Buffet becoming a grocery store, the Mecca
Buffet became a drug store, no longer able to serve
liquor to its patrons. Years later, this amazing location
would become the Fortune Bridgo gambling hall, and
then the infamous Gas House, of 50’s beatnik fame.
One of Venice’s true shrines, sorely missed.
Across Market Street today you’ll find Big
Daddy’s, at 1425 OFW. This was originally a big-time
restaurant open in 1914, known as the Strand Café.
It’s specialties and features included ice cream, a new
fad at the time, a parlor, and a lunch room. The perfect spot to dilley-dalley a while. Now it’s the surfboard stompin, graffiti spoutin restaurant to go
daddy-o.
The building that now houses the famous
Sidewalk Cafe was one of the last of Abbot Kinney’s
Venice buildings and was originally designed as a
four-story building, but only the first floor was ever
constructed. It was sold to the Harrah family (of
Nevada gambling fame) and was turned into a bingo
parlor (Budgo because bingo was illegal). During prohibition, underground tunnels were expanded to
accommodate bootleggers. In the 1950’s and early 60’s
the building housed artists’ studios and was, in fact,
the crash pad for beatnik poets such as Jack Kerouac.
Before the Goodfaders bought it in 1976 from the
Hormel hot dog people, the vacant building had
stood abandoned for almost 20 years. Motorcycle
gangs used the arches as their own parking space.
In 1976 Mary Goodfader’s bookstore, Small
World Books, lost its lease in Marina del Rey. Bob
Goodfader, while bicycling on the bike path, saw the
building and called the number painted on its front.
The Goodfaders and their friends, Walter (Skip) and
Penny Dixon bought the building in 1976 for the
bookstore. Bob and Skip decided to open a small takeout place on the side of the building not in use by
Small World Books. The restaurant was such a hit that
they reopened as a patio restaurant. Ever since then,
the Sidewalk Cafe has been the best place to enjoy the
Venice Boardwalk.
Lynn Hanson - I was a rollerskating waitress,
when Ron Kovic used to hang out there. I lived on
rollerskates back then, I rollerskated to work from my
attic in an old house in Ocean Park along the beach.
The place had no kitchen, which was fine with me,
and I could watch the surfers while showering, as I

–continued on page 10
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BOARDWALK
IN VENICE

By Hillary Kaye
words are powerful
you moron
words are powerful
you fool
words are powerful
you’re too old now
words are powerful
you ugly girl
words are powerful
you’re just a boy
words are powerful
you heed them
words are powerful
make use of them
words are powerful
invent your own
words are powerful
invoke vision
words are powerful
you’re not alone
words are powerful
the world is becoming
stronger with your love.
words are powerful
you are not sad now
words are powerful
you can be too
words are powerful
the feeling
takes you
words are powerful
for you.

to the vendors
and crafts people who are
no more after March, 2006

AS THE ESCROW FLIES

the answer

By John O’Kane

Sunday morning
wolf down
peanut butter on a sesame wasa
fortify for the second day’s work today
Highwaymen roaring on the stereo
Big Al on guitar
knock on the door
pretty face in the peep hole

As the escrow flies
frenzied from wamu’s veins
through the hearts of a-frames
free to flag all exceptions
to the deed,
a wireless boa
gobbling
crushing
transferring
fortune’s fantasms,
our tissues of trust
me
tas
ta
size.

Necklaces hide necklaces
jingling bracelets
a lady strokes heads
black emeralds
across the plaza
pizza by the slice
toy tin cars
incense
a man in a mask
porcelain white
slits for eyes
hinged mouth
walks to her side
pulls her away

‘greetings’

a crowd whistles and claps
a clown dances barefoot on glass
-Lily Tanner

Shifting horizons.
The fog rolled in thick at sunset.
Houdini pelicans. The silence
was deafening.
You spoke.
The voice coming from everywhere and nowhere.
Blood red water, but the trails
were phosphorescent blue.

P

o

And the silence drew me to
my feet.

e

Hello.Still Floating.

t

r

–D.T. Jenkins

y

“Hi, how are you,”
she asks not interested
“I’m getting ready for work,”
I reply smelling her evangelicalism
“Well,” she says
fishing the pamphlet
out of her brown purse
“people wonder about all
the problems in the world
and this has the answer.”
I quickly shut the door
and on the floor
next to the cat’s scratching post
I see a small brown problem
pick it up with the pamphlet
throw both in the trash
the Lord provides
–Rex Butters

Eviction
Defense
Network

Providing low cost legal
assistance to tenants.

W e ’ v e m o v e d:
1930 Wilshire Blvd. #208,
Los Angeles 90057
213/385-8112
H o u r s:
M-F 9AM to 6PM (no appointment needed, first
come, first served)
Saturday 10AM to 3PM
The Eviction Defense Network is a nonprofit,
community-based organization providing
access to justice to low and moderate income
tenants.
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Where Do You Wanna Eat?

looked out my skylight.
Oak O’Connor - I remember the Sidewalk Cafe
and it was lower key than it is today and not so crazy.
Jim Smith - Tourist trap.
Kelley Willis - The only place I really patronized
was weekend mornings at the Sidewalk Cafe bar. The
big change since then was the permanent awning they
put out over all the seating. I used to hang at Joe’s
Diner on Main, just over the line a couple of blocks
into SM. And there was the Tommy’s at the end of
Pico, that’s now a Cha Cha Chicken...
Ever patronize the Charley Temel Ice Cream store
on OFW between Horizon & Westminster? Remember
it when it was Love That Yogurt, back in the 80s? This
location was also The American Beauty Barbecue &
Tea Arbor back in the 1920s. What an enticing combination! The old Manny’s Market is now the American
Burger, at the corner of Westminster.
Now we come to pizza row. First there’s Pizza
Pizza in the block north of Westminster, then the old
Del Cor Pizza, at Wavecrest. Once declared as having
the best pizza in Venice, it has been Grace’s Pizza for
10 years, since 1996. In the early 70s, I remember it
was the Sea View Café, with the bar Westwind
Cocktails next door north. This place featured a garage
door that would open right onto the boardwalk, so the
inside was outside. Great place to catch an afternoon
beer buzz.
Café Venezia, at Brooks, was the Match Box back
in the 60s. From that corner going north, you’d come
upon the Ocean Front Market, then Alex’s Café.
Next up is another Venice landmark, Figtree’s
Café. It’s been open since 1978, at 431 OFW at Paloma.
Back in the 70s, it was Snack Time, with the Love Shop
next door. In ‘69 it was Anna Haag’s Antique Earrings
& Gwyndolin’s Handmade Clothes shop.
Katherine Braun - I do remember Figtree but
nothing specific to say. I’ll have to think about it.
Jim Smith - Great food, but too expensive for
many Venetians to be able to go on a regular basis.
Pat Hartman - I’m flattered that you ask me about
the hangouts. Unfortunately I rarely had enough
money to eat out.
Lynn Hanson - My first place on OFW was next to
what became Figtrees, which had the best ever lemon
poppy seed muffins. I WANT THAT RECIPE!
Anybody got it? I loved the apartment except for
Gypsy perching on my window sill & serenading the
passersby, while I was trying to sleep after staying out
late at the Marathon Meatless Messhall. And so it
goes…
So next we come to the present Candle Café, 325
OFW at Dudley. In ‘86 it was the Café Croissant,
according to a painting by local watercolor wizard
Raymond Packard. Before then, way back in the 40s, it
was The Breakers, hotel and restaurant I believe.
Right next door you’ll find another present Venice
institution, the Venice Bistro, which was originally the
old Suzanne’s Kitchen, at 321 OFW. This monumental
cafe was an originator of the healthy, hippie cuisine,
and back in the day, it even featured Rickie Lee Jones
on piano, getting her first foothold on the music scene.
In 1976, the property changed hands, and it became
Land’s End. Open from ‘76 until 1991 and owned by
Pierre Denerome, this was a seminal restaurant along
the boardwalk in those days.
Betsy Goldman - I remember thinking then, it was
probably around 1985, when I lived on Dudley, that it
was an upscale restaurant. Was it really? I remember
Pierre. He was quite a character. I remember that at
Land’s End, it was brunch, not breakfast, and I had
eggs benedict.
Jacky Lavin - Let’s see, eggs benedict at Lands
End. I’ll have to think about this some more. I do
know that 6 months later, after it closed, Pierre opened
12 Washington at Speedway & Washington. Not quite
as good.
Katherine Braun - Land’s End, which I remember
I liked a lot. I think it was a good place for steamed
mussels.
Todd Darling - I did think going to Land’s End
was the height of decadence back then.
(Remember the mussel soup?)
Marcia Stone - I loved this great French restaurant. It seems like everytime we went there at night,
strolling down the boardwalk, we’d see Greg Hines
dining at the next table. I’d known Greg since his days
in Severance, and I used to go see them play all the
time at the St. Charles Place club. And also Dirk
Hamilton there too, but I’m getting off-subject again…
Another mysterious place was the old South
Beach Café, at 2 Rose Avenue. Another hang-out in the
morning for a lot of locals. It’s been closed since
January 11th, 2006, and we’re hoping for a new generation of dining experience to take hold on this prime
location.
On The Waterfront Café, at 205 OFW, ends our
gastronomic trek northward along the OFW. Back in
the 60s it was Weinberg’s Market - “from farm to
you.” A mainstay in the Jewish community then so
prevalent along the boardwalk in that neighborhood.

– continued from page eight

At some point in time, Walter (some German guy)
Stephen Pouliot - I fondly recall the
opened up an all-purpose restaurant, then sold it to
Lafayette...and it’s always full counter and spinning
Jean-Pierre (a French man), who then sold it to Stefan
stools upholstered in red oil cloth. What a great hangBachofner (Swiss, I’m presuming), that today is the
out with decent prices for students, locals, and the
destination of many seasoned traveler. Some might
needy, all living on a limited budget. Waitresses got
remember its use as a location in the recent movie
the job done but still found time to chat and know
‘Million Dollar Baby.’
your name. I think there was a cool vertical Lafayette
Susan LaTempa - Here’s where I want to be at
sign on the outside. It had that wonderful smell of
about 4 o’clock on any sunny afternoon: sitting at a
bacon grease, frying eggs, and cakes on the griddle.
beachfront cafe, drinking a great beer, eating some
Outside of the weight lifters, few were watching carbs
interesting food, surrounded by people who’ve travor calories. A gastric light went out when they shuteled from all over the world to get to this spot and are
tered the place. It’s inconceivable that nothing close to
pleased as punch to be
it has appeared on the boardhere. With a Continental
walk. Is there really that
cuisine, and
much money to be made
LaFayette Cafe
German/Swiss specialfrom tee-shirts?
By Randy Brook
ties, including bündTony Bill - I think it was
When you reach for the illusion and close your fist on
nerteller, curry rösti,
terrible about their closing.
sand
apple strudel, along with
I’d been having breakfast
When the time it takes to say “hello” no longer fits your there for eleven years. I used
imported brews and an
plan
international crowd
to eat there every Monday. It
When
your special friends have all left town and you
bringing a global touch to
was one of the few surviving
just can’t find your way
a local hangout, this is
institutions and I hated to see
I’ll meet you down at the LaFayette Cafe
the place to be.
our institutions pass away.
When your mind has turned to ashes and your face has
Anonymous famous
Todd Darling - Our main
turned to clay
actor - After a hard mornbeach diner was Lafayette.
When the moonlit dreams an’ promises have broken
ing of bicycling the bike
I’ll send some memories of
with the day
path, we’ll break for
Lafayette - Ruby the waitress
When your newfound lover blows a kiss and slowly
lunch at On the
who kept having heart
walks away
Waterfront Cafe. Nice
attacks and kept coming back
I’ll meet you down at the LaFayette Cafe
spot, very low-key, and
only days later. Best huevos
When your treasures are in boxes in somebody’s
they have great Swiss
rancheros AND waffles in
garage
bratwurst. There’s always
Los Angeles. The place had
When your castle walls have crumbled into yesterday’s exceptionally bad coffee someone busking on guimirage
tar out front, sometimes
used to make a pot of espresWhen your keys have fallen off the ring and they tow
badly, sometimes fantasso upstairs at Lorenzo’s and
your car away
tically, but there’s always
bring it down with us. And it
I’ll meet you down at the LaFayette Cafe
a show. So we’ll hang out
was definitely the best place
And we can start over with nothing
at the beach a little longer
to see a really stoned crowd
But a seagull in the sky
and then come home.
for breakfast.
A diamond lace of broken glass
Ah, you probably
Jacky Lavin - I still crave
And a dream that will not die
thought I forgot about
that great green salsa from
When all the self-important fools have left their violence the Lafayette for the huevos.
the Lafayette Café, in the
on your door
old Waldorf Hotel at
Betsy Goldman - I don’t
And you will not seek forgiveness for the honesty you
Westminster, which
have any special memories
wore
opened in the early 60s. I
about the Sidewalk Cafe or
When they’ve taken all the love you bring and the songs Figtree’s Cafe. This is what I
saved the best for last!
you have to play
Owned by Arturo and
do remember. At the
I’ll meet you down at the LaFayette Cafe
Fernando Garcia, it speLafayette - I used to eat
When you grow tired of your leisure and your magic
cialized in unpretentious
breakfast there quite often on
ocean view
cooking and atmosphere,
weekends when I lived at 615
When the words you write won’t fit the page and the
and for years served as a
OFW. What I really rememmeaning don’t break through
sort of central meeting
ber is the cooking area that
When you just can’t find redemption in anything you do was was visible from the
arena for Venice resior say
dents, artists, writers,
counter. One day I saw one
I’ll meet you down at the LaFayette Cafe
would-be local intelliof the cooks picking his nose.
When your highway songs’ve all been sung and the
gentsia, and just generalI didn’t go back after that. I
road has brought you back
ly anyone who felt like
don’t remember any favorite
To the place you started from with your rainbow blanket items. Although I do rememhanging out.
and your pack
It featured a colorful,
ber the steak tartare at 72
When you reach the place where the gulls won’t fly and Market St.
if somewhat primitive
the children do not play
mural on the back wall,
Scott Mayers - I rememI’ll meet you down at the LaFayette Cafe
painted by Spurloor
ber almost all of them with
Through all the wind and tears Abandoned fears
Lawson, of a never-dull
great fondness and regret for
And voices lifted high
panorama of urban Paris,
what was truly Venice. I most
including the Eiffel
Waves pounding on an empty beach
of all remember Ruby – who
Tower, the Moulin
That told us not to try
had one too many Marlboro’s
Rouge, and Notre Dame.
When all the love-lost gypsy children you thought were and perhaps not enough Gin,
On the other walls, surreyours to save
who wore giant handkerchief
al 50s style graphics of
Have given back their broken minds and vanished with bouquets on her shoulder as
huge hot fudge sundaes
the waves
she delivered the extraordiand cherry pie a la mode
When your rainbow tears have washed the streets and nary breakfasts that were
contributed to this coffee
there’s nothing left to say
huge and cheap and wondershop’s feeling of timelessI’ll meet you down at the LaFayette Cafe
ful for all the characters that
ness.
were there scarfing them
But one of the most
down in the much-missed
lasting aspects of the Lafayette was the Princess
Lafayette on the Strand, home to Goldie Glitters
Deluxe juke box, which contained many a hit from the
(alavascholom) and Devine and SandyBoxSandy and
good old days. And you could hear the Beatles’ “You
all the peeps who were truly Venice. Boo-fucking-assKnow My Name” as a rarity. Arturo Garcia didn’t
hoo!
dare change those records, because the place “was
Catherine Hess - Yeah! I loved all these places. Let
home for too many people, and I want to keep it that
me get back to you when I have a moment…
way.”
Lynn Hanson - Thanks for calling forth the fun
In April of 1978, the restaurant expanded into the
memories…
space to the north of it. A bit more open and spread
Ah, the memories. I think I’ll have just a “touch”
out, with local artists’ artwork displayed on the walls
more, if you please, right here as I settle back into my
- anyone remember my one-man-photo show there? Saarinen Womb chair, and just forget about eating anythis was the side I enjoyed the most. Until, ultimately,
thing, anyway…
the power of the buck took over, and the Lafayette
served its last meals on June 30, 1985 and closed forever.
More local takes on this landmark eatery Jim Smith - The Lafayette dated back to the 50s
at least. It’s location at OFW and Westminster was
central for everyone. Anna Haag worked here along
with some other great waitresses, including Ruby.
There was a Pagoda right in front of it, which was
not restored by the city. It was a sad day for Venice
when the Lafayette closed. Randy Brook wrote a
poem about the Lafayette Cafe in 1975 which was
reprinted in one of the on-line Beachheads (see box).

Astrological

General Forecast for October

This could be the beginning of an amazing adventurepossibly a political, social and spiritual sweep to get this
house (and Senate?) in order. The Big Boogaloo here is
the Mercury retrograde that lasts almost the whole
month. By the time the little silver engine of communications turns direct again, we’ll be wondering how many
pounds of potatoes to buy for the feast, and why did we
invite all those people? When Mercury is going b“ ack wards”, it’s time to finish up your unfinished business,
clean the desk, take the car in for an oil check, and listen
to the messages on your answering machine twice before
deleting them. There could be another unexpected, even
uninvited RSVP. Be as gracious as you can- what’s one
more potato between friends?

Cookery

By Judith Martin Straw

A r i e s - Balance must be restored. Whatever is throwing
you off your game needs to be put right, and promptly.
Give yourself a deadline and stick to it, you’ll be amazed
at how well it all works when it’s all in working order.

Scorpio (October 23 - November 22)

If you are a Scorpion who likes to cook, there’s
probably nothing you won’t try. The exotic holds as
much appeal as the familiar, and there’s nothing
more fun than taking a recipe and giving it a good
tweak. All out of cinnamon? Try some nutmeg or
some allspice. Short on olive oil? Try some walnut
oil. There is often an alternative available, and the
chance to create something a bit different, or entirely
different. Scorpios love to know it’s their choice.
This is also, not surprisingly, the Scorpio recipe
for life. All roads lead to the future, so however you
get there is up to you. Take the scenic route, get on
the high road, speed down the freeway or meander
the bike path, you know you’ll get there, so enjoy the
trip. You are the character most likely to buy a
cookbook written in a language you don’t read, and
figure it out from looking at the pictures.
Now, as for the question of feeding yourself, you
really do need to focus on balance. Gorging yourself
on Chinese take out on a Friday night while polishing off a bottle of wine cannot be helped by fasting
all day on Saturday and then eating macrobiotic on
Sunday. Everyone needs a holiday every now and
then, but no one needs to be so strict as penance.
Why not order half as much take out, throw in an
extra yoga class over the weekend, and invite some
friends over for a pot luck party on Sunday? You’ll
feel just as rewarded and not nearly as deprived.
Scorpios tend to extremes, so the more often you steer
towards the center, the better you will feel. It’s fine
to visit the far fringes, but you’ll be happier with
yourself (and your liver, and your waistline) if you
don’t live there.
Another very important Scorpio belief is that
food is for sharing. You’d probably rather split a bag
of chips with a friend than sit down in a five star
restaurant by yourself.
If good stuff is not shared, it’s just not good.
Scorpio loves to be surrounded by friends, and those
who remember to compliment the cook will invited
back promptly.

T a u r u s - There’s a scent of success here, although it
might be just getting back to square one. Are you taking
care of your health? Adding another mile to your workout or getting your prescription adjusted may be the victory that makes the rest of it possible. Give your body
what it needs, and your mind and spirit will breathe easier, too.

G e m i n i - Like our friend Aries, it’s time to get back into
balance. Since you are known for your inner contradictions, get both of your personalities to cut down, lay off
or give it up, and you will all be glad you did.
C a n c e r -Ready for a little alone time? It’s hard to stop
taking care of all those folks around you who need you,
but remind them that you need you too. It’s time to curl
up with a good book- maybe a good cookbook, and you
can promise everyone a delicious reward for giving you
some time to breathe.

L e o I– t might be just a plateau on the upward climb, or
you may have to be humble enough to admit that this is
as far as you get on this particular mountain. Whatever
you are working on seems to pause or falter. Only you
can decide if it’s best to make camp or begin descent.
There are other mountains worth climbing.

V i r g o - Is this success abandoned? Or perhaps you are
realizing that this is not what you had imagined success
would feel like. A moment to consider what other lives
you might like to live, and contemplate the possibilities.

L i b r a - You have the power to put your theories into
practice. It’s time to walk the talk, and know that the
plans you have been making are ready to put into play.

S c o r p i o - You will have a lot of fun with all those birthday celebrations, no doubt. But when you stay up to
greet the dawn, notice how the cosmic light is shifting to
give you a clearer picture of your own shadow. What you
learn now may take you a long way.

S a g i t t a r i u s - Good news, good friends, all the effort
you’ve put in during the last few months is ready to pay
off. What kind of harvest will you choose? There are some
sweet things ripe for picking.

•••••••••••••••••••••••

C a p r i c o r n - You’ll be happiest when the new ideas you
are considering synch up with the projects you’ve been
trying to move forward. Reading, research and revelation
are all on your schedule until the year closes.

Scorpio Cookies!

The best way to stay healthy is to eat really delicious things that are good for you- Here’s a fine
example-

Prop 90 Bends You Over A Chair
And The Kiss Will Cost You
By Rex Butters
Proposition 90 represents the legislative
equivalent of a nail to the head if you’re a citizen
of California, or indeed the state itself. If you’re
part of a small cadre of obscenely wealthy
rightwing greedheads, this must be the ultimate
wet dream. Environmental protection, minimum
wage requirements, and rent control disappear
with the punch of a chad. While proponents
point to an end to eminent domain seizures as
justification for this canker initiative, the broader
use would be to ban any government regulation
on the use of land. But wait, there’s more, now
how much would you pay? More than you could
imagine, because Prop 90 makes it possible for
the repellently avaricious to bleed money from
the state whenever they imagine their artificially
inflated real estate values aren’t yielding as much
as their gaping maws could conceivably consume.
Already a short sighted national embarrassment, condo conversion could devour what
apartments remain rentable unabated under this
measure. Prop 90 insures that natural resources,
wildlife and habitat, water quality and water
supplies will be literally pissed upon. For
Venetians in particular comes the promise oil and
gas drilling mucking up our shamefully littered
beaches. Too abstractly enviro? How many of us
already live in homes that will never again see
the sun thanks to the new architectural atrocity
next door? Even these plaster disasters conform
to some regulatory standards that would fall
before 90, welcoming even greater grotesqueries.
Too much traffic? Lines too long? Prop 90 clear
cuts any environmental impact considerations,
density translating from the authors’ callous stupidity to your new choked lifestyle.
Noise ordinances, design guidelines, and historic preservation prevent someone from making
a buck, but that will change. A similar measure
passed in Oregon, with equally heinous provisions providing payouts to anyone imagining
themselves underpaid by their property resulting
in 2,600 claims that will cost the state $6 billion.
Didn’t No-Neck Arnie muscle into office because
California had already been bitch slapped by
Enron for $3 billion? Here is an excellent opportunity to show that despite our wretched educational systems, we do have a learning curve. Vote
no on Prop 90, as often as you can.

A q u a r i u s - Whatever you did to deserve the good things
coming your way, make sure you do it again. Your usual
good luck turns outrageously good. As ever, you’ll be
spreading it around like a good mood. Consider your
options; this is the moment to think of long term goals.

P i s c e s - Where some need to bring themselves to balance,
you just need to float towards it. Someone loving or just
really lovely is headed into your life. Let yourself go with
the current, and the tide will bring you in, right where
you want to be.

Don’t throw your vote away
VOTE ONLY FOR PEACE CANDIDATES
Jim SMITH for Congress • Karl ABRAMS for Assembly

paid advertisement

1 cup (2 sticks) unsalted, organic butter
1 cup organic brown sugar
1 large egg (organic is nice-)
1 tsp vanilla
1/2 cup unbleached flour
3/4 cup whole wheat pastry flour
2 cups oatmeal ( regular grind, not quick cook or
steel cut)
1 tsp baking soda
1/2 tsp salt
1 cup grated carrot
1 cup chopped walnuts
Preheat oven to 350. Cream together butter and
sugar until light and tan. Add egg and vanilla. In
another bowl, combine flours, oats, soda and salt.
Add to butter mixture. When blended, add carrots
and walnuts.
Drop by spoonfuls onto baking sheets ( shiny
sheets are best, dark ones will overheat the bottom of
the cookies-)
Bake for 10 minutes. Remove from oven and
cool.
These keep well in an airtight container for
about a month, or freeze for 3 months. They are
great cookies to mail out- Freeze them first, then put
them in a tight lidded cookie tin. If they arrive in a
week, they’ll still be yummy.
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ELECTION GUIDE – Take to Polls

Propositions on the Nov. 7 Ballot

More information, including pro and con arguments:
http://www.ss.ca.gov/elections/elections_j.htm#2006General

Proposition 1A
Transportation Investment Fund
Constitutional Amendment
Proposition 1B
Highway Safety, Traffic Reduction, Air Quality,
Port Security Bond Act of 2006
Proposition 1C
Housing and Emergency Shelter Trust Fund Act of
2006.
Proposition 1D
Education facilities: Kindergarten-University Public
Education Facilities Bond Act of 2006.
Proposition 1E
Disaster Preparedness and Flood Prevention Bond
Act of 2006.
Proposition 83
Sex Offenders. Sexually Violent Predators.
Punishment, Residence Restrictions and Monitoring.
Proposition 84
Water Quality, Safety and Supply. Flood Control.
Natural Resource Protection. Park Improvements.
Proposition 85
Waiting Period and Parental Notification Before
Termination of Minor’s Pregnancy. Con. Amend.
Proposition 86
Tax on Cigarettes. Initiative Constitutional
Amendment and Statute.
Proposition 87
Alternative Energy. Research, Production,
Incentives. Tax on California Oil. Initiative
Proposition 88
Education Funding. Real Property Parcel Tax.
Initiative Constitutional Amendment and Statute.
Proposition 89
Political Campaigns. Public Financing. Corporate
Tax Increase. Contribution and Expenditure Limits.
Proposition 90
Government Acquisition, Regulation of Private
Property. Initiative Constitutional Amendment.
Measure H
Los Angeles City proposition for a $1 billion housing bond.
Measure R
Los Angeles City Charter change to extend term
limits for the city council.

Vote for these
candidates
The Beachhead Collective strongly endorses two
of our own (we’d endorse them even if they
weren’t):
✓ Vote for James R Smith for Congress (36th)
Smith is opposing incumbent Jane Harman for
her support of the invasion of Iraq, the Patriot
Act, and NSA spying (which she knew about
since 2003). He’s also taken her to task for her
company’s (Harman International) sweatshops
in Mexico.
✓ Vote for Karl Abrams for State Assembly
(53rd). Abrams is campaigning to repeal the Ellis
Act (that was used to evict the Lincoln Place tenants), repeal the Costa-Hawkins Act (which gutted rent control) and for Universal Health Care.
The incumbent Ted Lieu is a “business Democrat” and voted the wrong way on the Ellis Act.

VOTE

Tuesday, Nov. 7
Polls open
7AM - 8PM

To find your polling place:
www.lavote.net • 800-815-2666

Creates a Transportation Investment
Fund (TIF) separate from the general
fund.

Beachhead says: NO - threatens social
programs.

Transportation Infrastructure Bond, a $19.9 billion bond
issue to “relieve traffic congestion on roads and highways and improve bus, rail and transit systems.”

Beachhead says: NO - Bond measures reduce
amount available for needed programs. Put repayment burden on poor and working people.

Affordable Housing Bond, a $2.9 billion housing bond
program to provide shelters for battered women and housing for low-income seniors, veterans & working families.

Beachhead says YES - Lack of housing has
reached emergency proportions.

Education Infrastructure Bond, a $10.4 billion bond
program to fund K-12 school improvements and
Beachhead says: YES - Schools need the money.
new school construction
Beachhead says: NO - Bond measures reduce
$4.1 billion to repair levees and improve flood proamount available for needed programs. Put repaytection in Sacramento, Marysville and Yuba City.
ment burden on poor and working people.
Strict laws against sexual predators are already on
the books.

Beachhead says: NO - This is merely political
grandstanding.

$5.4 billion bond program to pay for state park improvements, anti-pollution and safe drinking water programs,
energy & water conservation programs, flood control.

Beachhead says: NO - Sounds good, but just another bond measure. Should be funded by fair taxes on
wealthy and corporations.

Doctors required to notify a parent/guardian before performing
an abortion on a girl under 18. Virtually identical to Prop 73
from last year’s special election that lost by 53% to 47%.

Beachhead says: NO - Assault on abortion rights.

Tax on cigarettes (extra 13 cents per cigarette -- $2.60 per
pack) for hospital emergency services, nursing education,
targeted health insurance for children and other programs.

Beachhead says YES - Even our smokers
agree.

$4 billion on a program to reduce oil & gas consumption
by 25 percent. Funded by a 1.5 percent to 6 percent tax
per barrel of oil on producers.

Beachhead says YES - A necessary program with the right funding.

Increase K-12 school funding by charging a $50 tax on
each real property parcel in California. Exempt certain
elderly and disabled homeowners.

Beachhead says YES - A modest increase
on property tax for schools is good.

Candidates for state office meeting requirements voluntarily receive public campaign funding. Limits on campaign
contributions and increases corporate tax rate by 0.2%.

Beachhead says YES - Public funding is
essential for democratic elections.

Bars local governments from condemning private property. Authorizes lawsuits for any government action that
someone claims will result in economic loss to property.
Money would be spent as follows: $350,000,000 to build affordable apartments; $250,000,000 to help working families buy first home; $250,000,000
to build housing for homeless people; $150,000,000 to be allocated for
rental or homeless housing based on future needs.

Beachhead says NO - Under guise of misusing eminent domain, would prevent zoning and environmental restrictions. See page 11 for details.
Beachhead says YES - But would prefer a measure
to preserve existing affordable housing and
strengthen rent control.

Measure R would allow council members, currently
limited to two four-year terms, to serve three terms.
It also would impose new restrictions on lobbyists.

Beachhead says NO - Except for Councilmember Bill
Rosendahl, the city council should have their terms
reduced, not extended. No reward for bad work!

Here Come The Judges
By Faramarz Nabavi
SUPREME COURT JUSTICE
YES on Kennard - had pro-defendant dissents
on death penalty cases.
NO on Corrigan - arch-conservative appointed by Schwarzenegger.
COURT OF APPEAL JUSTICE
YES on Mallano - Progressive rulings.
? on Rothschild - Could not determine.
NO on Boren - Conservative, endorsed by
Republicans.
NO Chavez - Endorsed by Republicans.
NO on Kitching - Conservative, endorsed by
Republicans.
NO on Aldrich - Conservative, endorsed by
Republicans.
NO on Epstein - Conservative, endorsed by
Republicans.
NO on Willhite - Conservative, endorsed by
Republicans.
? on Manella - On balance liberal, but some
cases give pause.
NO on Suzukawa - Conservative, endorsed by
Republicans.
NO on Mosk - Consistently anti-Iranian rulings on Iran-U.S. Tribunal.
NO on Kriegler - Conservative, endorsed by
Republicans.
YES on Gilbert - Gave clear thought to
clemency for death penalty cases.
YES on Perluss - Progressive rulings.

NO on Woods - Wrote ruling restricting sex
discrimination cases.
YES on Zelon - Champion of improving legal
rights of the indigent.
YES on Cooper - Strong advocate of affirmative action.
YES on Flier - Progressive rulings.
JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT
Office 8: Vote for Sanchez. Her opponent is a
death penalty prosecutor.
Office 18: Vote for Gutierrez. Her opponent is
an anti-gang prosecutor.
Office 102: Vote for Montgomery. He is less
objectionable since he supports due process.
Office 104: [no position]
Office 144: Vote for Barquist. She leans liberal;
her opponent is an anti-gang prosecutor.

